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I make people’s hearts strong, I am the stamina of men. 
-The Baker in Aelfric’s Colloquy, 11th century Brittan

Deborah Madison was running out of gas. It was just 
weeks before the lightning storm that ignited much 

of Butte County, and the author of The Greens Cookbook 
and Vegetarian Cooking For Everyone was in search of Dave 
Miller’s Yankee Hill bakery. Rising into the Sierra foothills 
on Highway 70, Madison recalls with a laugh, “I just kept 
thinking ‘Where am I going? I’m out in the middle of no-
where!’”

Located in his home on five acres in the rural hills, Miller’s 
Bake House is a one-man operation that produces whole 
grain bread, cookies, and fresh pasta. Inside the converted 
garage, the bakery is spare and tidy with only a freestanding 
mixer, an immense wood-fired oven, a legion of cooling 
racks, and stacks of willow proofing baskets. Just off the 
bakery in a glassed-in room resembling a giant display case, 
stands Miller’s great wooden Viennese grain mill that grinds 
the wheat he buys from a farmer in the Siskiyous. Speaking 
of the entire set-up, Madison glows, “It’s small, simple and 
immaculate,” and adds, “It’s so nice to see something so good 
on such a small scale.”

But it’s Miller’s bread that really shines. Made from natural 
leavening and freshly milled whole local grains, “Dave’s bread 
is extremely vital and alive,” says Madison. She credits his 
skill as a baker, knowledge of his wheat, and the quality of his 
grain for his success. Miller has done something else unique 
with his quiet operation: by grinding his own grain, sourcing 
and distributing locally, and carefully crafting wholesome 
food, Miller has revitalized the ancient role of the village 
baker.

the VillaGe baker  
and the industrial reVolution

For much of European history, the triad of farmer, miller, 
and baker was central to social and economic life, providing 
sustenance for the majority of the population. Due to fears 
of widespread fraud and the potential for abuse of power, it 
was often illegal for one person to perform more than one of 
these roles, and even bread itself was highly regulated. As early 
as the 7th century, France enacted special laws concerning 
the price and quality of bread, as did the fledgling city of 
Boston in 1640. Despite such heavy regulation, the baker, in 
particular, was held in high regard and deemed responsible 
for the wellbeing of the community. When arguing for 
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the creation of the first French school of baking in 1780, 
Antoine-Auguste Parmentier stated, “If there are schools for 
veterinarians who study the feeding of horses, why should 
there not be a school for bakers, to whom the health of the 
nation is entrusted?”

Like much else, this way of thinking did not survive the 
Industrial Revolution. In the 1870s porcelain rollers began 
replacing traditional stone mills, and, some have argued, our 
health has gone down ever since. While stone grinders remove 
only the bran keeping the germ intact, the new roller mills 
were effective in removing both, stripping the wheat of its 
fiber and oils rich in B vitamins, omega-3 fatty acids, folic 
acid, and antioxidants. But the new beautifully white flour 
appealed to the changing tastes of Europe and America and 
could be shipped over large distances. Thus it encouraged the 
centralization of production and eliminated the need 
for the local farmer, miller, and baker.

“the difference is apparent”
“Freshly milled flour is essential,” insists the lanky 
Miller on a warm day in August. “[Already milled] 
flour that has been sitting for weeks, sometimes longer,” 
he explains, “has less food energy, and the fats, which 
are very volatile, are closer to becoming rancid. The 
difference,” he says leaning against his long worktable, 
barefoot and in shorts, “is apparent.”

Unlike the village bakers of Parmentier’s day, or 
even his own ancestors named for their trade, Miller 
had to seek out his profession. Initially attracted to 
the “cool atmosphere” and the physical dynamism he 
found in a Scottish bakery during a year abroad, it 
wasn’t until a post-graduation trip across Canada that 
he discovered his true calling. Stopping at a tiny bakery 
that specialized in whole grain sourdough bread, he saw 
the full potential of bread making. Dense and dark, this 
bread was unlike any Miller had ever tasted before. “As 
soon as it was in my mouth my whole body reacted,” 
the 46-year-old baker remembers. “It said ‘yes’!”

The baker, who was roughly Miller’s age, had learned 
his trade from Richard Bourdon. French Canadian, 
Bourdon had spent years in Europe earning awards 
for his naturally leavened bread, before meeting 
Michio Kushi, the author of The Macrobiotic Way. An 
influential proponent of a whole grain diet, Kushi 
encouraged Bourdon to open a bakery near his Institute 
in western Massachusetts. Bourdon’s bakery, the 
Berkshire Mountain Bakery, was the beginning of a 
new phase of American bread-making that combined 
European tradition and aesthetics with America’s 
growing health consciousness.

returninG to local
After apprenticing under Bourdon for eight months, Miller 
went to work in small bakeries around Europe and the 
United States. He eventually found a home in Chico running 
his popular Wunderbrot Bakery, where he continued to 
incorporate freshly milled whole grains with sourdough 
bread making. However, he soon discovered that running 
a large bakery with a shipping network was not for him. “I 
could have kept growing, but it wasn’t any fun,” he says of 
the operation that had seven employees. “I was more of a 
manager than a baker,” he explains, “and that’s when I started 
dreaming of this.”

 For ten years, Miller’s Bake House has filled shelves of 
Chico Natural Foods and S&S Grocery in Chico and created 
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a loyal following among farmers’ market shoppers. To do 
so takes two long baking days that begin when he lights the 
fire in the wood oven and feeds the sourdough. “The whole 
process takes twenty-four hours,” he says. Meanwhile, on the 
non-bread baking days, he is busy milling grain, preparing his 
corn and barley flour cookies, and making fresh pasta from 
whole grain kamut, a cousin of semolina.

“Just two days of baking means sixty hours of work a 
week,” Miller continues. Eschewing the idea of hiring an 
employee to take off some of the pressure, he says, “I went 
that route. Besides,” he adds, “due to zoning laws, I can’t. It 
forces me to keep my dream pure.” So, Miller has decided 
to downsize once again. Beginning in September, Miller will 
only bake one day a week, selling only at Chico’s Saturday 
Farmers’ Market. Making 400-450 loaves of bread, in 
addition to his cookies and fresh pasta, Miller estimates he 
will be down to a healthy 40-hour workweek. He recognizes 
that for fans, it may be difficult to get to the market before his 
bread sells out. “I don’t want to be exclusive,” he quickly adds, 
so he encourages people to reserve loaves either through email 
or by telephone.

All concern aside, Miller is eager to begin this new phase. 
“I’m going to have a garden,” he says excitedly, “it’s something 
I have never been able to do before.” He also is looking to 
green his business even more. In addition to the wood and 

solar energy that feed the bakery, Miller plans on getting an 
electric delivery van to be powered by the solar panels out in 
front of his house.

But today Miller is not baking. His bakery scrubbed, and 
the only evidence of his handiwork is a dozen loaves drying 
on the bakery’s cooling racks. They are not for sale, but to 
be displayed at the “Bread Museum” at Slow Food Nation, 
a sustainable food expo, convention, and celebration, taking 
place in San Francisco Labor Day Weekend.

His place there is rightly deserved. Staying local and 
providing whole grain staples, Miller is opening a new door in 
American bread culture and the sustainable food movement. 
Deborah Madison expresses his uniqueness: “It’s rare to see 
wheat grown and milled and made into bread all locally,” she 
concludes. “We take that for granted with food like farmstead 
cheese, but not bread. It’s something we haven’t explored yet 
in this country.”1

San Francisco freelance writer, Elizabeth Linhart Money, has been 
baking, writing, and thinking about bread for over ten years, even 
traveling to Denali National Park to bake bread through Alaska’s white 
nights. Now, she is particularly excited to cover the return of wheat and 
local milling to the California landscape. In the next issue of Edible 
Shasta-Butte, she will explore Dave Miller’s wheat source, Gary and 
Eric Black’s organic wheat farm in Siskiyou county.


